Intelligent Decisions Past Performance

FA#1  Research and Development Support
  • Wearable device technology

FA#2  Engineering, System Engineering and Process Engineering Support
  • Wearable device technology

FA#3  Modeling, Simulation, Stimulation, and Analysis Support
  • Virtual simulation training for U.S. soldiers
  • Wearable device technology
  • Agent Surefire assists in developing future customized training

FA#5  System Design Documentation and Technical Data Support
  • Virtualized an intelligence community infrastructure using VMware vSphere with several hundred ESX hosts as well as a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) that will host the desktop environment for the entire community

FA#6  Software Engineering, Development, Programming, and Network Support
  • Custom application development and maintenance services
  • Developed the DISA Air Mobility Test Suite

FA#12  Information System (IS) Development, Information Assurance (IA), and Information Technology (IT) Support
  • Custom application development and maintenance services
  • Development of solutions based on the best existing technologies that can be combined and then customized to meet the immediate needs that are sustainable and scalable
  • Developed the IP Security Test Suite to provide a suite of Professionals Security Tools with a simple interface that can give tactical, disconnected and low bandwidth environments system-wide security readiness.

FA#18  Training Support
  • Authorized Federal reseller of web-based FISMA-compliant training designed to meet the security training requirements of the Federal government
  • Learning Management System (LMS) with the ability to track on-going training requirements and spin off virtual machine sandboxes for users to practice technical skills